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From
Director Secondary Education
Haryana, Panchkula
To
All District Elementary Education Officers
Memo No:
Dated:

15/13-2017-PGT-II(3)
25.03.2017

Subject: Regarding verified completion of record of pending TGTs being
considered for promotion to the posts of PGTs.
In continuation of office memo no. 15/13-2017-PGT-II(3) dated
10.02.2017 and 08.03.2017, it is further notified that:
1. In response to above memos DEEOs have sent ACR summary sheets for
eligible teachers. After compilation at HQ it has been found that ACR
summary sheets/record for 994 eligible teachers have still not been sent
by DEEOs.
2. A list of eligible TGT/C&V teachers for promotion to PGT post alongwith
status of their ACR record received at HQ is attached herewith.
3. DEEOs are again directed to send the ACR summary sheets for pending
cases. DEEOs shall also ensure that if such employees are not willing to
avail their promotion as PGT, please certify it in your remarks as forgo of
promotion.
4. Non supply of ACRs OR remarks/reason mentioned for unwillingness of
promotion mentioned by DEEO against name of a particular employee
will be considered as certificate for forgo from promotion by the employee.
For this, DEEO shall be responsible for future legal consequences, if any.
5. It is made clear that the requisite information be submitted to the
undersigned by 27.03.2017 (Monday), failing which DEEO shall
personally bring the requisite information on 28.03.2017 (Tuesday) in the
office of Worthy ACSSE alongwith explanation for delay.

Virender Singh, HCS
Additional Director Administration
Click at following name of district to download the list of TGTs/C&V teachers in particular district.
Ambala
Bhiwani
Faridabad

Fatehabad
Jind
Kaithal

Gurugram
Karnal
Hisar
Kurukshetra
Jhajjar
Mahendergarh
Click here to download Specimen of

Nuh Mewat
Palwal
Panchkula
Summary Sheet

Panipat
Rewari
Rohtak
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Sirsa
Sonipat
Yamuna Nagar
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